Introduction
This is the first part of a series of three papers in which we show that certain important classes of regular semigroups admit no finite basis for their quasiidentities and pseudoidentities. All our results arise as applications of a general technique that extends an approach recently invented by Higgins and Margolis [6] for a different purpose. The aim of the present paper is twofold: to start with, we introduce our main construction and study some of its basic properties, and then, as the first application, we demonstrate how this construction can be used when studying the finite basis problem for quasivarieties generated by regular semigroups. The two other papers in the series will contain several applications of our technique to the finite basis problem for semigroup pseudovarieties. In the second paper we consider pseudovarieties generated by classes of regular semigroups which appear to be natural from the standpoint of the quickly progressing theory of socalled e-varieties of regular semigroups (from inverse and orthodox up to locally E-solid), while in the third paper the role of "regular generators" is played by some important semigroups of order preserving mappings on a finite chain.
We refer the reader to the books by Clifford and Preston [2] and Howie [7] for a general introduction to semigroup theory, to the books by Petrich [12] and Gorbunov [3] for information regarding inverse semigroups and quasivarieties, respectively, and to the survey paper [15] by the third-named author for an overview of the theory of e-varieties of regular semigroups.
The main construction and its basic properties
We start with an arbitrary family {b k } k∈K of partial injective mappings on a set X. Let U be the semigroup generated by the injections b k , k ∈ K. In [6, Section 3], Higgins and Margolis have constructed (provided that the sets X and K are finite) a combinatorial finite semigroup S(U ) with commuting idempotents such that if S(U ) divides some finite inverse semigroup I then U divides I also. We are going to extend their construction in order to obtain a sequence S m (U ), m = 1, 2, . . . , of semigroups with similar properties. Though it follows the ideas of [6] , our construction (provided |K| > 1) is not a straightforward generalization of that by Higgins and Margolis; we also drop the restriction that the sets X and K are finite as this is not essential for the results collected in the present paper. ( We shall return to the finite case in the second paper of our series in which we shall extend the aforementioned division property to a larger class of regular semigroups. ) We observe that the notation S m (U ) (as well as the notation S(U ) in [6] ) is not completely justified because, as the reader will see, the semigroup S m (U ) depends on the choice of the generators of the semigroup U . This should not cause any confusion as long as a generating system of U is explicitly specified.
For a partial mapping α on a set, we denote by dom α its domain, that is, the subset where the mapping α is defined, and by ran α its range. Now, having fixed the set X, partial injections b k , k ∈ K, and a positive integer m, consider a disjoint copy X = {x | x ∈ X} of X and form the following set of triples:
T m,K (X) = X ∪ X × {0, 1, . . ., m} × K.
Then, for each x ∈ X, we identify the triples [x, 0, k] for all k ∈ K. Speaking more formally, we factor the set T m,K (X) over the equivalence whose non-singleton classes are of the form {[x, 0, k] | k ∈ K}; it will be convenient to denote such a class simply by x thus identifying the collection of all these classes with the initial set X. The quotient set T m,K (X) may then be thought as the disjoint union of X with the sets of triples
The semigroup S m (U ) is a subsemigroup of the symmetric inverse semigroup consisting of partial injective mappings on the set T m,K (X). We start the list of elements of the semigroup S m (U ) with mappings whose role is to encode the injections b k . Namely, for each k ∈ K, we denote by β k the mapping whose domain is dom b k and whose action is defined by the rule:
Further, for each k ∈ K and for each j = 1, 2, . . ., m, we consider the mapping γ j,k which is defined on the set X j,k and maps it onto the set X j,k by "priming" the first component of the triple:
Another sequence of partial injections, also defined on the sets X j,k for each k ∈ K and for each j = 1, 2, . . ., m, consists of the transformations δ j,k which map X j,k in a way similar to that of γ j,k , but onto the "previous" set X j −1,k :
We augment the sequence by adding, for each k ∈ K, the mappings δ 0,k which are all defined on the set X and act as follows: Clearly, the mappings β k , γ j,k , δ j,k generate a null semigroup, as domains and ranges are disjoint. Define the semigroup S m (U ) to be the union of this null semigroup with the combinatorial Brandt ideal B consisting of all mappings between singleton subsets in T m,K (X) and the zero ε (the nowhere defined map). Since, by the construction, the only group elements in S m (U ) are the idempotents of B, we immediately obtain Proposition 1.
The semigroup S m (U ) is combinatorial and has commuting idempotents.
The following property of the semigroup S m (U ) also is easy to verify:
Proposition 1.2. The Rees congruence corresponding to the ideal B is the least non-trivial congruence on the semigroup S m (U ).
Proof. The ideal B is a combinatorial Brandt semigroup and as such it is known to be congruence-free, that is, every non-trivial congruence on B coincides with the universal relation. Therefore, it suffices to show that the restriction of an arbitrary non-trivial congruence σ on S m (U ) to the ideal B is a non-trivial congruence on B. Thus, let α 1 , α 2 be two distinct elements in S m (U ) such that (α 1 , α 2 ) ∈ σ . By the construction of S m (U ), if α 1 = α 2 , then either the domains or the ranges of these two injections must be different. By symmetry, we may assume that dom α 1 = dom α 2 and that there exists t ∈ dom α 1 \ dom α 2 . Consider the mapping τ ∈ B whose domain and range coincide with the singleton {t}. Then τ 1 = τ α 1 is a non-zero element in B, while τ α 2 = ε, and, of course, (τ 1 , ε) ∈ σ . We see that σ restricted to B remains non-trivial, as required. ✷ Now we approach a more involved property of S m (U ) which is crucial for the present paper. In order to formulate this property, we recall that U consists of partial injective mappings on the set X, and thus, is contained in the symmetric inverse semigroup I X on X. Let J (U) denote the inverse hull of U , that is, the inverse subsemigroup of I X generated by U . Clearly, as a plain semigroup J (U) is generated by the injections b k , k ∈ K, and their inverses in I X . By an inverse divisor of an inverse semigroup I we mean a homomorphic image of an inverse subsemigroup of I . Proof. We identify S m (U ) with its image in I . Clearly, we may assume that I as an inverse semigroup is generated by S m (U ), in other words, that I consists of products of elements of S m (U ) and their inverses. Then the Brandt ideal B of S m (U ) is easily seen to be an ideal in I as well, and the zero ε of S m (U ) also serves as a zero in I .
Fix an element x 0 ∈ X and for each t ∈ T m,K (X), consider the mapping ξ(t) ∈ B which sends x 0 to t. Then for each α ∈ S m (U ),
Thus the action of α (by multiplying on the right) on the set
mimics the action of α as a partial mapping of the set T m,K (X). We are going to verify that multiplying on the right by α −1 , the inverse of α in I , in a similar manner mimics the action of the inverse of the injection α.
We are in a position to employ the following simple property of inverse semigroups whose proof we have included for the sake of completeness: 
Proof.
Now let z / ∈ ran α; we aim to show that ξ(z)α −1 = ε. Observe that ξ(z)α −1 ∈ B as B is an ideal in I . Non-zero elements in B are mappings between singleton subsets in T m,K (X), and therefore, if ξ(z)α −1 = µ = ε, then µ maps some s ∈ T m,K (X) to some t ∈ T m,K (X). Multiplying on the left by the idempotent ξ(x 0 ), we obtain ξ(
Multiplying the latter equality through on the right by the element ν ∈ B such that tν = z, we get ξ(
On the other hand, by (1),
We must conclude that ξ(z) = ξ(tα) for some t ∈ dom α, whence z = tα contradicting the assumption z / ∈ ran α. Thus,
Now, for each k ∈ K, consider the following product in I :
The action of a k (by multiplying on the right) on the set Ξ = {ξ(x) | x ∈ X} mimics the action of the injection b k on the set X.
Then alternatively applying the formulas (1) and (2), we may step by step calculate the product ξ(x)a k by walking (from left to right) up and down the "comb" shown in Fig. 2 .
Clearly, the calculation results in the equality ξ(x)a k = ξ(y). Analogously, multiplying elements of Ξ on the right by k ∈ I X on the set X. Indeed, if y ∈ ran b k , then walking along the zigzags in Fig. 2 from right to left and as above alternating the applications of (2) and (1), we get ξ(y)a
On the other hand, if y / ∈ ran b k , then a similar calculation shows that
Now denote by V the subsemigroup of I generated by the elements a k and a
k . In order to show that this mapping can be correctly extended to a homomorphism of V onto J (U), it suffices to check that for all c 1 , . . . , c ∈ {a k , a −1 k } k∈K and for every pair w 1 , w 2 of semigroup words,
As we have shown that for all x ∈ X and for all k ∈ K, 
Subsemigroups of the semigroup S m (U )
As in the previous section, we start with a semigroup U generated by a family {b k } k∈K of partial injections of a set X. For a technical reason (see the proof of Lemma 2.1 below), here we shall additionally assume that each b k is extendable, that is, can be extended to a bijection of X. This is automatically true if the set X is finite. If X is infinite and it is not true for each b k as given, we can replace X by X ∪ X where X is disjoint from X and has the same cardinality and treat the b k as partial injections on this enlarged set. Clearly, each b k then becomes extendable while the semigroup U generated by the b k , k ∈ K, remains-up to isomorphism-the same. Thus, our assumption does not lead to any loss of generality. Now take a positive integer m and construct the semigroup S m (U ) as described in Section 1. Here we are going to discuss some important properties of m-generated subsemigroups in S m (U ). Let S be such a subsemigroup. By the construction of S m (U ), the mappings γ j,k and δ j,k (1 j m, k ∈ K) are indecomposable in S m (U ), whence S can contain at most m of them. Thus, for every fixed k, at least one of the 2m mappings γ j,k and δ j,k is absent from S. (Informally, it means that "cycles" formed, as in Fig. 1 , by
Hence S is contained in the subsemigroup S{ζ k } of S m (U ) which we get by omitting, for each k ∈ K, a certain mapping
from the generating system of S m (U ). We note that every subsemigroup of the form S{ζ k } contains the ideal B of S m (U ) (recall that B consists of all mappings between singleton subsets in T m,K (X) and the zero mapping ε) as well as all the mappings β k and δ 0,k , k ∈ K. Figure 3 schematically represents a typical subsemigroup of this kind.
Since we are interested in properties inherited by subsemigroups, we may focus on a few large but uniformly organized subsemigroups S{ζ k } rather than try to control the too numerous and too diverse collection of m-generated subsemigroups in S m (U ). In fact, we shall study even larger semigroups, namely, for each semigroup S{ζ k }, we consider its inverse hull J (S{ζ k }) in the symmetric inverse semigroup on the set T m,K (X). Recall that each element in J (S{ζ k }) is a product of maps from S{ζ k } and their inverses. Proof. Since mappings contained in B, the combinatorial Brandt ideal of J (S{ζ k }), preserve every order and since the inverse of an order preserving injection and the product of order preserving mappings are order preserving, it suffices to construct a well-ordering respected by all β k , γ j,k , δ j,k except ζ k . For each k ∈ K, fix an extension of the mapping β k to a bijection β k : X → X 0,k -such an extension exists by the assumption made at the beginning of this section that each injection b k extends to a bijection of the set X and the cardinalities of X and X 0,k are equal. Now fix an arbitrary well-ordering of the set X and transfer it to the set X 0,k by letting
This clearly makes the injection β k order preserving independently of how the order extends to the rest of the set T m,K (X). If ζ k = δ 1,k , we transfer the order from X 0,k to X 1,k by letting
Then δ 1,k becomes order preserving. If ζ k = γ 1,k , we transfer the order further, from X 1,k to X 1,k and so on, in a similar way. We continue the process "clockwise" (with respect to the orientation as chosen in Fig. 3 ) until we reach the excluded mapping ζ k . Then we start expanding the order in the opposite direction, first from X to X m,k by letting
then (provided that ζ k = γ m,k ) from X m,k to X m,k and so on, until we reach ζ k again. Finally, we get each of the sets X j,k and X j,k well-ordered. It is then clear that choosing an arbitrary well-ordering of the set K, we can form the ordinal sum of X with all the sets X j,k and X j,k thus obtaining a well-ordering of the whole set T m,K (X). By the construction, all the mappings β k , γ j,k , δ j,k except ζ k (k ∈ K) preserve this order. ✷ For the rest of the section, we fix the well-ordering built in the proof of Lemma 2.1. We also note that, by the construction, the well-ordered sets X, X j,k , X j,k are order isomorphic. Thus, for every pair of sets Y, Z ∈ {X, X j,k , X j,k } there exists a unique order isomorphism φ Y,Z : Y → Z between them.
By the construction of the semigroup J (S{ζ k }), each non-zero mapping α ∈ J (S{ζ k }) has its domain within a unique set Y ∈ {X, X j,k , X j,k } and its range contained in a unique set Z ∈ {X, X j,k , X j,k }, 1 j m, k ∈ K. We shall denote these sets Y and Z by dom α and ran α, respectively. The following observation is an easy consequence of the proof of Lemma 2.1:
Proof. By the definition of the order , each γ j k (respectively, δ j,k ) is an order isomorphism of X j,k onto X j,k (respectively, X j −1,k ) while β k extends to an isomorphism of X to X 0,k . Consequently This mapping produces an idempotent f h whose position with respect to the "anchor" idempotent e of D e precisely corresponds to the position h has had with respect to the "anchor" g of its D -class, see 
D C if and only if e f for some e ∈ E(D), f ∈ E(C).
Let C, D be D -classes of I and D C. We define two symmetric relations on E(D). The first one-the projection relation-is defined by π (C, D) = (h 1 π g,e , h 2 π g,e ) | g, h 1 , h 2 ∈ E(C), e ∈ E(D), e g . In fact, Kad'ourek has proved that if the semigroup I is at most countable, then the condition ( * ) is not only sufficient but also necessary for I to belong to B 1 2 . Clearly, K is a filter and C / ∈ K . It remains to verify that K separates η from ϑ. We shall need an auxiliary notion which can be introduced as follows.
The second relation contains all pairs of idempotents in E(D) which have a common upper bound in E(C):
ρ(C, D) = (f 1 , f 2 ) ∈ E(D) | f 1 , f 2 g for some g ∈ E(C) .π(C 1 , D) | C 1 ∈ K ∪ ρ(C 2 , D) | C 2 / ∈ K .
We say that the filter K separates e, f ∈ E(D) if (e, f ) / ∈ τ (K , D).

Proposition 2.6. The semigroup J (S{ζ
The map that assigns to each non-zero idempotent in B its (singleton) domain is oneto-one; in other words, non-zero idempotents of B can be encoded by elements of our base set T m,K (X). In turn, each element t ∈ T m,K (X) is uniquely determined by the subset T ∈ {X, X j,k , X j,k } to which t belongs and by the ordinal number n(t) of the position t occupies in the well-ordered set T . If {t} = dom θ for some θ ∈ E(D), we call the ordinal n(t) the ordinal label of the idempotent θ and denote it by n(θ ).
Lemma 2.7. If D < D for a D -class D of J (S{ζ k }), then the ordinal labels of any two π(D , D)-related idempotents of D coincide.
Proof. Recall that χ 1 , χ 2 ∈ E(D) are π(D , D)-related if and only if there exist υ 1 , υ 2 , δ ∈ E(D ) and ζ ∈ E(D) such that ζ δ and χ i = υ i π δ,ζ (i = 1, 2). According to the definition of the projection mapping π δ,ζ , this means that
where the elements α i ∈ D are uniquely determined from the conditions
Since D = D = B \ {ε}, α 1 , α 2 do not belong to B. By Corollary 2.2, these mappings extend to order isomorphisms. Therefore the equalities (5) ensure that the ordinal labels of the idempotents χ 1 and χ 2 are equal to the ordinal label of the idempotent ζ . ✷
Returning to the proof of our proposition, we observe that since inequalities between idempotent mappings correspond to containments between their domains, the conditions η γ and ϑ γ mean that dom η ⊆ dom γ and dom ϑ dom γ , respectively. We denote by Γ the set of the ordinals {n(y) | y ∈ dom γ }. Then the ordinal label n(η) belongs to this set, while the ordinal label n(ϑ) does not (because of dom ϑ = dom η = Y ). Therefore in order to show that the filter K separates η from ϑ, it suffices to prove that the ordinal label of every idempotent ω ∈ D which is τ (K , D)-related to an idempotent ψ ∈ D with n(ψ) ∈ Γ stays within the set Γ . According to the definition of the relation τ (K , D), this amounts to considering the situations when either
In the first situation, D < C 1 (because D / ∈ K ), hence Lemma 2.7 applies yielding n(ω) = n(ψ) ∈ Γ . Thus, we may assume that the second situation takes place and that ψ = ω.
By the construction of our filter, C 2 / ∈ K means that C 2 C, that is, µ ν for some µ ∈ E(C 2 ), ν ∈ E(C). Applying the projection mapping π ν,µ to the idempotent γ ∈ C, we obtain an idempotent κ ∈ C 2 such that κ γ . Since (ψ, ω) ∈ ρ(C 2 , D), there exists an idempotent ι ∈ C 2 such that ψ, ω ι. Observe that C 2 = D-indeed, distinct idempotents within D are incomparable, and therefore, ψ and ω cannot have a common upper bound there. Now we apply the projection mapping π ι,ω to the idempotent κ. We obtain an idempotent κ. (Figure 5 should help the reader to keep track of the relations between various idempotents that occur in this proof.) Since κ γ , we may conclude that γ whence n( ) ∈ Γ . On the other hand, it is clear that ιπ ι,ω = ω whence the idempotents ω and are π(C 2 , D)-related. By Lemma 2.7, n(ω) = n( ) and n(ω) ∈ Γ , as required. ✷ From Proposition 2.6 we immediately obtain 
Semigroup quasiidentities of inverse semigroups
We recall some basic facts concerning semigroup quasiidentities and quasivarieties. A semigroup quasiidentity is an expression of the form
where
. . , u n , v n , u, v are words over a countable infinite alphabet A. As usual, we denote by A + the free semigroup over A. A semigroup S is said to satisfy the quasiidentity (6) if for every homomorphism ϕ : A + → S, uϕ = vϕ provided that
A semigroup quasivariety is any class Q of semigroups defined by a set (say, Σ) of quasiidentities in the following sense: Q consists of all semigroups that satisfy all quasiidentities in Σ. The set Σ is then said to constitute a quasiidentity basis for Q; if Q possesses a finite basis, it is called a finitely based quasivariety.
For a class C of semigroups, qvar C denotes the quasivariety generated by C, that is, the least quasivariety containing C. It is known that qvar C = SPP U (C), where S, P and P U stand for the operators for formation of subsemigroups, direct products and ultraproducts respectively (cf., e.g., [3, Section 2.3]). The latter operator is perhaps less familiar than the other two but we do not reproduce its (somewhat bulky) definition because the only property of ultraproducts which we need in the present paper is that an ultraproduct of a family of semigroups is a homomorphic image of the direct product of this family.
In a similar way one defines quasiidentities and quasivarieties of inverse semigroups considered as algebras of type 2, 1 ; of course, the role of A + is then played by the free inverse semigroup FI(A) over the alphabet A. If C is a class of inverse semigroups, then qvar inv C denotes the inverse semigroup quasivariety generated by C. The relation between qvar inv C and qvar C is easy to see: Proof. Every ultraproduct and every direct product of a family of inverse semigroups again is an inverse semigroup. Hence PP U (C) ⊆ qvar inv C and qvar C = SPP U (C) ⊆ S(qvar inv C). The converse inclusion is obvious. ✷ We are interested in the finite basis problem for semigroup quasivarieties generated by inverse semigroups. It is well known that the answer to the problem may vary depending on the nature of the inverse generators. For example, by Maltsev's celebrated result ( [11] , see also [2, Chapter 12] ), the semigroup quasivariety generated by the class of all groups, that is, the quasivariety of all group embeddable semigroups, is non-finitely based. Similarly, semigroup quasiidentities holding in all inverse semigroups are non-finitely based-this result is due to Schein ([13] , see also [14] ). On the other hand, the semigroup quasivariety generated by the class of all abelian groups is known to be finitely based: its quasiidentity basis consists of the commutative and the cancellation laws. Similarly, the quasivariety of all semigroups embeddable in commutative Clifford semigroups (that is, semilattices of abelian groups) is defined by the commutative and the separative laws. All of these important examples are special, and each of them has required finding an explicit (infinite or finite) list of embeddability conditions. In contrast, as the first application of our technique, we prove a fairly general result showing that inverse semigroups "almost always" generate non-finitely based semigroup quasivarieties. As the reader will see, our proof avoids any-explicit or implicit-appeal to embeddability criteria. Proof. Using the Wagner-Preston representation, we faithfully represent the semigroup FI(A) as a semigroup U of partial mappings on a set X generated (as a plain semigroup) by a certain set of extendable injections {b k } k∈K . Clearly U coincides with its inverse hull in the symmetric inverse semigroup I X . Now suppose that the semigroup quasivariety Q = qvar C has a basis Σ consisting of quasiidentities which involve only finitely many variables, and let m be the number of variables that occur in quasiidentities in Σ. Consider the semigroup S m (U ) constructed as in Section 1. If S m (U ) belongs to the quasivariety Q, then by Lemma 3.1, S m (U ) embeds into an inverse semigroup I ∈ qvar inv C. Proposition 1.4 then ensures that U is a homomorphic image of an inverse subsemigroup V of I . Since U ∼ = FI(A) is the free inverse semigroup, this implies that it in fact embeds in I . Indeed, if we choose, for each free generator a ∈ A, a representative in the preimage of a in V , then the inverse subsemigroup of V generated by all these representatives is easily seen to be isomorphic to FI(A). Hence FI(A) ∈ qvar inv C, a contradiction. Thus, S m (U ) does not belong to Q.
On the other hand, by Corollary 2.8, each m-generated subsemigroup S of the semigroup S m (U ) embeds in an inverse semigroup from the variety B 1 2 ⊆ qvar inv C, and therefore, S belongs to the quasivariety Q. This means that S satisfies all quasiidentities in Σ. However, when evaluating a quasiidentity in at most m variables in the semigroup S m (U ), we actually evaluate it in an m-generated subsemigroup of S m (U ). Thus, the semigroup S m (U ) also satisfies all quasiidentities in Σ, whence it must belong to Q.
The conclusions of the two previous paragraphs contradict each other thus showing that, in fact, the quasivariety Q cannot be defined by quasiidentities involving only finitely many variables. ✷ We observe that the proof of Theorem 3.2 in fact applies to each semigroup quasivariety Q such that qvar B 1 2 ⊆ Q ⊆ qvar C (even if Q is not generated by its inverse semigroups). In other words, the whole interval of the lattice of semigroup quasivarieties between the quasivarieties qvar B 1 2 and qvar C consists of non-finitely based quasivarieties. In order to demonstrate how weak are the conditions imposed on the class C in Theorem 3.2, consider them in the special case when C is a variety of inverse semigroups. Then we have Proof. If V = Inv, the variety of all inverse semigroups, then the claim follows from the aforementioned result by Schein [13] . Otherwise V does not contain the free inverse semigroup over a countable infinite alphabet, and Theorem 3.2 applies.
If an inverse semigroup variety V does not contain the variety B 1 2 , then the structure of V and its position within the lattice L(Inv) of all inverse semigroup varieties are fairly well understood (see [12, §XII.4] ). Namely, V consists of so-called strict inverse semigroups and belongs to one of the three isomorphic bottom layers of the lattice L(Inv) (the three layers consist of varieties of groups, non-group varieties of Clifford semigroups and nonClifford varieties generated by Brandt semigroups). In particular, if we restrict to varieties of combinatorial inverse semigroups, there are only three varieties to which Corollary 3.3 does not apply.
A generalization: semigroup quasiidentities of locally E-solid regular semigroups
We want to demonstrate how Corollary 3.3 can be extended to certain classes of regular semigroups beyond the variety of inverse semigroups. Recall that an e-variety is a class of regular semigroups that is closed under the taking of direct products, regular subsemigroups and homomorphic images. This fruitful concept was introduced by Hall [5] andin the context of orthodox semigroups-by Kad'ourek and Szendrei [10] . Many important classes of regular semigroups are known to constitute e-varieties; for instance, the classes Orth of all orthodox semigroups and ES of all E-solid regular semigroups are e-varieties (recall that a semigroup S is said to be E-solid if for all idempotents e, f, g ∈ E(S) with e L f R g, there exists an idempotent h ∈ E(S) such that e R h L g). We also note that for the inverse case, e-varieties are precisely inverse semigroup varieties of type 2, 1 as considered in Section 3.
Given an e-variety V, we denote by Loc V the class of all regular semigroups S whose local submonoids eSe, e ∈ E(S), belong to V; it is well known (and easy to see) that Loc V is again an e-variety. In this way we obtain the e-varieties Loc Inv of all locally inverse semigroups, LocOrth of all locally orthodox semigroups, LocES of all regular locally E-solid semigroups, etc. Without going into detail, we note that the importance of the evariety Loc ES has been revealed by recent results by Kad'ourek [9] and Churchill and the third-named author [1] who have discovered that Loc ES is the largest e-variety of regular semigroups which possesses so-called trifree objects-these are generalizations of free objects in (conventional) varieties. Thus, in a certain sense Loc ES is the largest "tractable" e-variety; besides that, it contains all concrete e-varieties that have ever occurred in the literature. We are going to generalize Corollary 3.3 to e-subvarieties of Loc ES.
First, we extend Proposition 1.4 to locally E-solid regular semigroups. Take an arbitrary semigroup U generated by a family {b k } k∈K of partial injective mappings on a set X and construct the semigroup S m (U ) as described in Section 1. Let S 1 m (U ) denote the semigroup S m (U ) with the identity mapping on the set T m,K (X) adjoined. Clearly, Propositions 1.1 and 1.2 (that we stated for S m (U )) remain valid for S 1 m (U ) as well. Proof. We shall employ the following property of locally E-solid regular semigroups: Lemma 4.2 [4, Theorem 7] . On each locally E-solid regular semigroup T there exists a least congruence ϑ such that T /ϑ is a locally inverse semigroup, and for each idempotent e ∈ E(T ), the ϑ-class e ϑ is a completely simple subsemigroup of T .
We identify the semigroup S 1 m (U ) with its image in T . Our first goal is to show that the least locally inverse congruence ϑ on T separates elements of S 1 m (U ). Arguing by contradiction, we assume that the restriction σ of ϑ to S 1 m (U ) is a non-trivial congruence on that semigroup. Then by Proposition 1.2, σ contains the Rees congruence on S 1 m (U ) corresponding to the Brandt ideal B, in particular, B is contained in a single σ -class. By Lemma 4.2 the ϑ-class containing this σ -class must form a completely simple subsemigroup in T . However, B has at least 2m + 1 idempotents which all commute while no completely simple semigroup can have a pair of distinct commuting idempotents, a contradiction.
We have thus proved that if the semigroup S 1 m (U ) embeds in a locally E-solid regular semigroup T , then S 1 m (U ) may be thought of as a subsemigroup in the locally inverse semigroup S = T /ϑ. Let ι denote the identity element of S 1 m (U ); then S 1 m (U ) is contained in the local submonoid ιSι which is already an inverse semigroup. We are in a position to apply Proposition 1.4 concluding that J (U) is an inverse divisor of ιSι. Hence J (U) belongs to the inverse semigroup variety generated by the semigroup ιSι which-as a regular subsemigroup of a homomorphic image of T -in turn belongs to the e-variety generated by T . ✷ Now we can prove the promised generalization of Corollary 3.3. Proof. Let U denote an inverse semigroup of partial injections which does not belong to V (for instance, one can take U = FI(A) as in the proof of Theorem 3.2). Then, for each positive integer m, we consider the semigroup S 1 m (U ). By definition, every e-variety is closed under the taking of homomorphic images and direct products, whence e-varieties are also closed under ultraproducts. Therefore the formula qvar V = SPP U (V) reduces to qvar V = S(V); in other words, if the semigroup S 1 m (U ) lies in the quasivariety Q = qvar V, then this semigroup embeds in a locally E-solid regular semigroup T ∈ V. By Proposition 4.1, this implies that U (which of course coincides with its own inverse hull) belongs to the e-variety generated by T and hence to the e-variety V, a contradiction to the choice of U . Thus, S 1 m (U ) / ∈ Q. It is easy to see that if an inverse semigroup variety M is generated by a monoid, then for each inverse semigroup S ∈ M, we also have S 1 ∈ M. Further, every m-generated subsemigroup P of the semigroup S 1 m (U ) either is a subsemigroup in S m (U ) or can be represented as Q 1 for some (m − 1)-generated subsemigroup Q in S m (U ). Combining these observations with Corollary 2.8, we readily deduce that P embeds in an inverse semigroup from the variety B 1 2 ⊆ V. Thus, P belongs to Q.
We have proved that for any positive integer m, the semigroup S 1 m (U ) does not lie in the quasivariety Q while every m-generated subsemigroup of S 1 m (U ) belongs to Q. The argument concludes as in Theorem 3.2. ✷ We conclude with a remark similar to that made after Theorem 3.2: it is easy to see that the proof of Theorem 4.3 applies to every semigroup quasivariety Q (not necessarily generated by regular semigroups) such that qvar B 1 2 ⊆ Q ⊆ qvar V.
